This study aims at analyzing the problems of transaction management in heterogeneous realtime information systems. It is proposed the use of an algorithm to resolve conflicts in the vague the deadlock transactional situation using construction and reduction of special directed bipartite wait-for graph. Therefore, a reduction algorithm was applied and presented in this article to the count of expectation of transactions G provides the required speed in the conditions of impasses at management of transactions in the heterogeneous distributed information systems of real time. This algorithm proved its efficiency in transaction management.
Introduction
The creation of new means and methods of software for transaction management systems in heterogeneous information systems, providing increase in the quality level and efficiency of access to the distributed data, acquires the increasing relevance in the conditions of creation and combining DBMS of real time [1] . While transactions with blocking work there can be a deadlock situation in operational conditions of parallel data exchange, that is a situation at which both transactions wait for each other and cannot come to end. Such condition results in lack of a standard exit from a deadlock, therefore it needs to be distinguished and eliminated.
Methods of resolving a deadlock is to roll back a transaction (victim-transaction) so that other transactions continue their work. After resolving the deadlock, the transaction selected as a victim shall be restarted.
The main problems which arise in case of parallel execution of transactions can be united into four types [3] transaction until its rollback); problems of uncoordinated data (the situation arises because of data tuple change by a transaction and this data was already read by a parallel transaction); problems of ghost-lines or phantom-lines (the situation arises in case of "invasion" of parallel transaction within change of the actual result).
Methods and Procedures of Transaction Coordinator
It is required to develop a certain procedure of coordinated performance of parallel transactions. This procedure has to satisfy the rules given in the text below: Generally, when performing a transaction gets exclusive access to DB objects with which it works. In this case, other transactions don't get access to DBMS objects until the end of transaction. Such mechanism really eliminates all problems listed above: unsaved changes, unconfirmed data, uncoordinated data, and phantom lines. However, such blocking creates new problems -a delay of transaction performance because of blocking [3] Considering the existing types of the conflicts between two parallel transactions. The following types can be separated:
-W-W -transaction 2 tries to change the object changed by not ended transaction 1; -R-W -transaction 2 tries to change the object read by not ended transaction 1; -W-R -transaction 2 tries to read the object changed by not ended transaction 1.
The blockings called also synchronizing object can be applied to different type of objects. The greatest object to lock can be entire database; however, this type of lock will make a DB In a number of the DBMS, lock at page level is realized. In this case, the DBMS locks only individual pages on a disk when transaction addresses them. In the example, it is considered that transaction A locks first the object, and then transaction B tries to access it. Let's consider a situation of the synchronous deadlock: transactions T1 and T2 set exclusive locks of objects O1 and O2 respectively; after this T1 requires joint lock of object O2, and T2 requires joint lock of object O1; no one of these requirements of lock can't be satisfied, therefore, no transaction can proceed; therefore, exclusive locks of objects will never be removed, and requirements of joint locks won't be met.
As deadlocks are possible and no natural outcome from lockup exists, these situations need to be found and synthetically eliminated within the constructed coordinator of transactions of the general information system [3] . To detect the deadlock conditions a transaction wait-for graph is periodically formed in transactions of which cycles appear. By development of the mathematical description of the transactions coordinator in case of the synchronous deadlock, a non-standard approach to a reduction of the directed bipartite wait-for graph is used. Let's explain the order of application of reduction algorithm to the transaction wait-for graph G in conditions of exclusive blockings. The initial condition of graph is presented in figure 5 . In this case, the procedure of reduction is that first of all from the wait-for graph G all those directed lines are being deleted which go from top-transactions and to which no directed lines from top-objects enter. Besides, those directed lines are removed which enter to peaktransactions and from which no directed lines conducting to peak-objects start from [3] . For those peak-objects for which there is no entering directed lines but there are outgoing ones, orientation of one of outgoing directed lines (chosen arbitrarily) changes to an opposite [2] .
After performance of the first step of a reduction of mirror algorithm the subsequent steps are being performed until the removal of directed lines stops.
In case of need of deadlock destruction, the build transaction coordinator chooses a transaction victim Tk in a random way and makes its roll-back, and afterwards resends it. In fig. 6 , the reduction implementation algorithm in wait-for graph in conditions of transaction management by a real-time DBMS is provided [3] .
